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HEIDI STÖRR (F), TRAINER, HAS GRADUATED IN BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT STUDIES. SUBSEQUENTLY SHE WORKED AS A RECRUITER FOR VARIOUS COMPANIES AND GATHERED EXPERIENCE IN THE PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT. IN 2012 SHE STARTED THE CAREER CONSULTANCY “PUSH YOUR CAREER” TO SUPPORT ACADEMIC JOB-SEEKERS DURING THEIR SEARCH FOR EMPLOYMENT.

EMAIL: HEIDI.STOERR@PUSH-YOUR-CAREER.DE
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MUNIRA JAMAL (F), TRAINER, is an experienced intercultural competence trainer. She completed her degree in teaching German as a foreign language and English studies in Germany and earned her M.A. in intercultural communication in the UK. Munira designs and delivers workshops for universities and other institutions dedicated to education and has worked in many different training settings. Her target groups are international scholars, teachers and students as well as administrative staff and other professionals.

Email: muniral.jamal@uni-bielefeld.de

Svetlana Dimitrova (Responsible for training and course materials) (F), Trainer and Mentor, has been involved in many education and training activities. She participated in the establishing of a branch of City University Seattle in Bulgaria and has for 6 years managed the first MBA programme in Bulgaria and a number of corporate training courses. Her current activities are related with European projects at Sofia University “St. Kliment Ochridski” and organizing of trainings and events. She coordinates the EURAXESS Network Bulgaria on behalf of the Bridgehead organisation at Sofia U and has participated in many EURAXESS projects. She leads everyday implementation of the Bridge and Bridge II projects. Her responsibilities were related to training, dissemination and intercultural integration of researchers in European-wide training, workshops and EURAXESS conferences as well as other intercultural activities within the network. She is appointed by the EC to be a member of the Mentor team for joining Armenia and Georgia in EURAXESS.

Email: svetlana@fmi.uni-sofia.bg

About the Project

Bridge for Researchers Going to Europe is a 24-month long EURAXESS project to support the long-term careers of 300 highly skilled refugee researchers and their integration into the labor markets of the European Union member states and its associated countries. It provides high quality guidance, mentoring and training for refugee researchers, especially postdocs and professors displaced for more than two years in Greece, Bulgaria, Serbia, Austria, Switzerland, Germany and Sweden.

The main objective of the project is to support refugee researchers displaced in these countries to find their long term professional realization in research and business organizations in Europe by providing dedicated to their needs training, mentoring and internship program, as well as opportunities for beneficial networking, contacts and sharing of personal experience.

More information and news about the project is available on:
http://www.uni-bielefeld.de/international/projects/bridge2/bridge2.html